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a b s t r a c t
Woven fabric based self-reinforced polypropylene (SRPP) or all-polypropylene (all-PP) composite laminates based on co-extruded tapes were analysed for water uptake and the effect that this had on mechanical properties. Comparisons were made to a commercial glass mat reinforced PP (GMT) and natural ﬁbre
mat reinforced PP (NMT). Although the all-PP composites described in this paper can show signiﬁcant
water uptake through the presence of voids between tapes in the crimp region, the amount of which
depends on the fabric architecture and level of consolidation, and their mechanical properties are seen
to be largely unaffected by water absorption, even after freezing and thawing. Conversely, the NMT used
in this investigation demonstrated signiﬁcant mechanical degradation with increasing water uptake.
Crown Copyright Ó 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
1.1. All-polypropylene composites
In recent years, self-reinforced polypropylene composites
(SRPP) or all-polypropylene (all-PP) composites have been proposed as an alternative to traditional polypropylene matrix composites for a wide range of applications [1–11]. All-PP composites
may have speciﬁc ecological advantages over composites based
on glass or natural ﬁbres, since they are entirely thermoplastic
and can be melted down at the end of the product life without
the need for a separate ﬁbre recovery process. Various routes have
been proposed so far for the manufacturing of self-reinforced composites [12–21], and two main routes shall be described brieﬂy
here. The ‘hot-compaction’ process was initially developed at the
University of Leeds as a route to self-reinforced polyethylene
although it has also been applied to other polymers [15,22–25].
This hot-compaction method selectively melts the surface of
(mono-component) polymer ﬁbres and welds them together to
form a composite of retained ﬁbres embedded in a melted and
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recrystallised matrix. This hot-compaction process requires careful
control of temperature during processing, since sufﬁcient thermal
energy is required to melt the surface of adjacent ﬁbres, to allow
bonding, while excessive temperature may increase ﬁbre melting,
resulting in a decrease in volume fraction of reinforcement phase
retained in the ﬁnal composite [5]. In order to increase the temperature window for processing self-reinforced polypropylene, an
alternative technology route was proposed based on the use of
co-extruded rather than mono-extruded tapes [26–30]. The developed tapes consist of a homopolymer PP core co-extruded with
thin PP copolymer skins. The copolymer skins have a lower melting
temperature than the core PP material. Solid state drawing of the
entire PP tapes to a high draw ratio, k, leads to a high degree of
molecular orientation of the homopolymer core, resulting in a tape
with high-strength (450 MPa) and high-modulus (15 GPa). The
thin copolymer skins act as an adhesive layer to bond the highly
oriented tapes together when heat and pressure are applied. The
difference in melting temperature between the skin and the core
of the tapes provides a large processing temperature window (typically 20–30 °C) for the creation of self-reinforced polypropylene
products. The tapes can be directly used for ﬁlament winding
[31], to make unidirectional laminates [26] or can be woven into
fabrics and compacted under suitable temperature to permit consolidation without a signiﬁcant loss in original mechanical properties [27,32]. These laminates can be subsequently used as sheet
form, formed in subsequent forming processes [33,34] or even
used as the faces of PP sandwich panels [35]. When based on bidirectional woven fabrics these all-PP laminates possess Young’s
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moduli of >6 GPa and tensile strengths of >200 MPa [27], which
makes them an interesting alternative to replace traditional engineering composites, such as natural or glass ﬁbre reinforced PP
[36–40], for a wide range of applications, notably those requiring
high impact resistance [41].
The co-extruded PP tapes used for the manufacture of SRPP or
all-PP composites are drawn in the solid state to very high draw ratios (typically k  17), which leads to so-called ‘over-drawing’
[42,43]. This overdrawing is associated with a decrease in density
and a reduction in transparency due to the creation of micro-voiding within the tapes. Tapes of a draw ratio of 17 have a density is
0.73 g cm3, which is almost 20% below that of non-voided tapes of
lower draw ratio (k < 9) [32,43]. Tapes with a draw ratio of 17 are
also optically opaque because the presence of the microvoids leads
to light scattering. Although these voids reduce composite density
and so are attractive for producing laminates with high speciﬁc
mechanical properties [27], it is important to consider any possible
negative effects. It is believed that these ‘‘intra-tape” voids are
closed, but it is possible that they could lead to an additional mechanism for liquid absorption.
Alcock et al. [27] demonstrated that, depending on the compaction conditions (pressure and temperature), all-PP composites can
also possess varying amounts of voids between adjacent fabric
plies in the consolidated composite structure. Although the use
of PP tapes rather than PP ﬁbres reduces the degree of crimping, inter-tape voids still occur between adjacent fabric plies. These intertape voids result from incomplete consolidation, may also be a possible route for water uptake. The combination of intra-tape and inter-tape voiding may affect the environmental performance of allPP composites since these voids may be a route for ﬂuid ingress
into the composite structure.
1.2. Water absorption of composites
The way in which composite materials absorb water depends
upon many factors, such as temperature, ﬁbre volume fraction, ﬁbre orientation, ﬁbre type, area of exposed surfaces, interfacial
bonding, diffusivity, reaction between water and matrix, surface
protection and voids [37,40,44–49].
Different models have been proposed to describe the moisture
absorption of materials [44], which can also predict the temperature
and moisture distribution inside a material. This is known as a ‘moisture problem’, and may be solved analytically by Fickian diffusion.
When the moisture absorption curve ﬁts the linear Fickian diffusion
curve, as shown in Fig. 1, the moisture absorption process can be
considered as Fickian diffusion. Subsequently, the maximum moisture content and mass diffusivity can be obtained from Eq. (1).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the change of moisture content with the square root of time
for Fickian diffusion. For t < tL the slope is constant [48].
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where Mt is the mass of the composites after immersion time, t.
D is the mass diffusivity, Mm is the maximum moisture content in
the material, and h is the thickness of the materials.
Some linear Fickian diffusion processes for composites were reported by Springer [44]. Nevertheless, many of the processes reported were determined to be non-linear Fickian diffusion
processes and had multi-stage moisture absorption processes.
The reason for this is likely to be that several different moisture
absorption processes may be active in a single material.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the water absorption
behaviour of all-PP composites based on consolidated fabrics of
woven co-extruded PP tapes, and the effect of water absorption
on mechanical properties. Since PP is oleophilic, the oil absorption
capacity of all-PP composites is also presented in this paper. A
comparison is made between the water absorption behaviour of
all-PP composites, commercial glass mat reinforced thermoplastics
composites (GMT) and natural ﬁbre mat reinforced thermoplastic
composites (NMT), the latter being known to be particularly susceptible to moisture absorption [37,40,44].
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and processing
The co-extruded tape used to make the all-PP composites described in this paper was manufactured by Lankhorst Indutech
BV (now Lankhorst Pure Composites, The Netherlands), and then
woven into plain weave fabric by BW Industrial (The Netherlands).
The density of the co-extruded tape is 0.73 g cm3, while the areal
density of the all-PP fabric is 103 g m2 [27].
It has been shown previously that all-PP composites can be consolidated inside a ‘‘process feasibility window” of varying temperature and pressure [27,32,34,41], and the mechanical properties
and the degree of consolidation of the laminate depend strongly
on the processing parameters used. To investigate the inﬂuence
of the degree of consolidation of the all-PP laminates on moisture
absorption, two sets of all-PP laminates were manufactured. One
set of all-PP laminates was compacted at a higher consolidation
pressure (4 MPa), while another set was consolidated at a lower
consolidation pressure (0.1 MPa). The full process for the manufacture of all-PP laminates by either a hot-pressing or vacuum bagging
route has been described in full detail previously [27]. The ﬁrst set
of all-PP composites were processed in a hot-press by consolidating a stack of 24 layers of all-PP fabric at a temperature of 145 °C
and a pressure of 4 MPa. The second set of all-PP composites was
also consolidated at a temperature of 145 °C by using a vacuum
bagging technique [27,34]. In this process, a stack of 24 plies of
all-PP fabric is sealed in a vacuum bag which is then placed inside
a cold oven. The vacuum bag is connected to a vacuum pump that
applies a negative pressure inside the vacuum bag, and so atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa) is used to compact the laminate while
the oven is heated to the consolidation temperature.
In this paper, the ‘‘edges” of the laminates are deﬁned as the
four surfaces of the laminates normal to the laminate plane, i.e.
when test specimens are cut from a larger laminate, while the
‘‘faces” of the laminate are the two surfaces in parallel to the plane
of the laminate. To investigate the inﬂuence of water absorption
through the faces or the edges of the composite laminates, an additional set of all-PP laminates were produced in a hot-press (at a
temperature of 145 °C and a pressure of 4 MPa) from 24 layers of
all-PP fabric. During stacking of the all-PP fabric plies between
the platens of the hot press, this additional set had a 30 lm thick
PP ﬁlm laminated onto the top and bottom faces. This was performed to attempt to seal the top and bottom faces of the laminate
so that any subsequent water uptake would only occur through the
edges of the laminates.
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In addition to all-PP composites, conventional commercial PP
matrix composites were also investigated. GMT and NMT are short
random ﬁbre reinforced polypropylene composites, supplied by
Quadrant (Switzerland). The glass and ﬂax ﬁbre fractions are both
30 wt.%. The thicknesses of the GMT and NMT sheets were 1.7 mm
and 4.5 mm, respectively. To directly compare the mechanical
properties of all-PP laminates with GMT, all-PP laminates were also
produced from 12 layers of woven tape fabrics (total thickness
1.7 mm) compacted by means of a continuous double-belt press
(145 °C and 2.5 MPa) at the Institut für Verbundwerkstoffe GmbH
(Kaiserslautern, Germany).
2.2. Water absorption tests
Specimens used for the water absorption tests were cut from
24-ply all-PP laminates (processed at both 0.1 and 4 MPa) with
dimensions in accordance with ASTM D570 (77  25  3.2 mm).
For comparison, GMT and NMT composites and samples of a ethylene–propylene copolymer (as was used to provide the skin layer of
the tapes during co-extrusion [32]) were also tested. At least three
specimens of each material were tested. All specimens were dried
in an oven for 24 h at 60 °C and weighed before immersion in a distilled water bath at different temperatures; 23 °C (room temperature), 40 °C and 65 °C. The specimens were periodically removed
from the water bath, wiped free of surface moisture, immediately
weighed to the nearest 1 mg using a Mettler AE200 balance and
then replaced into the water bath.
In order to determine the effect of water uptake on the mechanical properties of the composites, different specimen dimensions
were required. Specimens were cut from the belt-pressed (12ply) all-PP laminates, GMT and NMT sheets into 210  15 mm rectangular bars. Three specimens from each material were taken after
immersion in water for 40 days at 65 °C and frozen at 18 °C for
24 h. These specimens were then thawed and tested in tension to
determine if the expansion of the absorbed water during freezing
had affected the tensile performance of the composites.
2.3. Oil absorption tests
The same method as used for water absorption could not be
used for oil absorption, as oil cannot be efﬁciently wiped off prior
to weighing. Instead, oil absorption was determined by using 24ply all-PP laminates consolidated at 145 °C at 4 MPa pressure in
a hot press, with and without PP copolymer sheets on the laminate
faces. The oil absorption was determined by measuring the change
in buoyant force. According to the Archimedes principle, the buoyant force of a solid less dense than the ﬂuid in which it is immersed, is equal to the weight of the volume of ﬂuid it displaces
when submerged, less the dry weight of the object. Fluid absorbed
by the solid lowers the buoyant force by reducing the volume of

ﬂuid actually displaced. Hence as the buoyant force decreases,
the apparent weight of the solid in the oil, moil, increases and this
variation of weight of the immersed solid is equal to the weight of
the oil absorbed. The weight of oil absorbed can be practically
determined by using a standard density measuring apparatus attached to a microbalance. The oil absorbed in weight percent is derived from the following expression:

Oil absorbed ð% w=wÞ at time ðtÞ ¼

moilðtÞ  moilðt¼0Þ
mair

ð2Þ

Where moil(t=0) is the apparent weight of the specimen when
ﬁrst immersed in oil, moil(t) is the apparent weight of the specimen
in oil after time, t, and mair is the weight of the specimen in air. The
oil chosen for the test was a hydraulic oil type AW ISO 32 supplied
by Enerpac (HF-95).
2.4. Mechanical testing
Tensile tests were conducted in an Instron 6025 series universal
testing machine using a 30kN load cell with data acquisition software. Accurate strain measurements were performed using a
clip-on extensometer. All soaked and un-soaked specimens were
cut into rectangular tensile specimens with dimensions of
210  15 mm, and a gauge length of 110 mm and a test speed of
5 mm/min were used. The Young’s moduli were calculated as the
gradient of the stress vs. strain curve in a strain range of 0.02–
0.40%. Specimens that were considered to have failed in the
gripped region were discarded. At least three specimens were
tested for each condition.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. The presence of inter-tape and intra-tape voids in all-PP
composites
Fig. 2a and b shows typical microstructures of all-PP composite
laminates consolidated by vacuum bagging at 0.1 MPa and by hot
pressing at 4 MPa respectively. In Fig. 2, the light areas are tapes
travelling along the width of the specimen from left to right on
the page. The dark areas are tapes travelling out of the plane of
the page. In cross-sections of all-PP composite laminates processed
by vacuum bagging at low pressure (0.1 MPa), large voids are
clearly present in the laminate. In cross sections of all-PP composite laminates processed by hot pressing at a high pressure (4 MPa),
it can be seen that most of the inter-tape voids disappear but some
voids at the level of the fabric crimp of the woven laminates still
remain. For higher consolidation pressures, the density of the laminates can be higher than that of the original co-extruded tape
(0.73 g cm3) [26]. A possible reason for this is that intrinsic
intra-tape voiding that occur in the tape during ‘overdrawing’ at

Fig. 2. (a) All-PP woven fabric composite compacted at 0.1 MPa pressure at 145 °C and (b) 4 MPa pressure at 145 °C. Inter-tape voids can still be seen between adjacent tapes
in the crimp region even at high pressure consolidation [27].
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relatively high draw ratios may be partially closed by the high
compressive stresses [42].
Since inter-tape voids in all-PP composites based on co-extruded tapes mainly appear in the region of the crimp in woven
laminates, it is expected that ﬁbre architecture in the fabrics can
play a signiﬁcant role in the void content. For example, twill-, satin- or non-crimp fabrics would most likely all lead to lower void
contents then the plain weave fabrics used here. For comparison,
a cross-section of a unidirectional all-PP composite is shown in
Fig. 3 which is fabricated by winding tape around a steel plate
and then consolidated in a hot press [26], and the void free nature
of the non-crimp structure is clearly visible.
As mentioned above, in addition to the more obvious inter-tape
voids, all-PP laminates can also exhibit intra-tape voids. The co-extruded PP tapes used here are drawn in the solid state to very high
draw ratios (typically k = 17), which leads to a decrease in density
and a change in transparency of the tape [42,43,50]. This is due to
so-called overdrawing creating micro-voiding within the tape [42].
As described earlier, at k = 17, the density of the PP tapes is
0.73 g cm3, which is almost 20% below that of non-voided tapes
at lower draw ratio (k < 9). This large decrease in density was
attributed to the presence of voids within the tape. Fig. 4 shows,
after permanganic etching of the tape, a regular alignment of holes
parallel to the drawing direction. Previous confocal laser scanning
microscopy investigations have shown that these morphological
features are not just limited to the surface but extend into bulk
of the tape [42] .
3.2. Water absorption of all-PP, GMT and NMT
The water absorption behaviour of all-polypropylene composites compacted at either 0.1 MPa or 4 MPa pressure is compared
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to other polypropylene matrix composites (GMT and NMT) and
in samples of isotropic PP copolymer of the same grade as used
for the skin layer of the co-extruded tapes. Fig. 5 shows the weight
fraction of water absorbed by these materials after 1-month
immersion in distilled water, normalised for the weight of the
composite specimen. Polypropylene is a hydrophobic polymer,
and this is reﬂected in the negligible amount of water absorbed
by the isotropic PP copolymer sample (0.03% w/w). The introduction of reinforcing ﬁbres in GMT or NMT increases the sensitivity
of PP towards water and the effect is more pronounced for the ﬂax
ﬁbre based NMT composite (5.5% w/w) than for the GMT material
(0.6% w/w). Concerning all-PP composites, the density of the composite laminate was seen to control the degree of water absorption.
The laminate consolidated by vacuum bagging at 0.1 MPa, exhibiting the lowest density and therefore highest void content, absorbs
much more water (22% w/w) than the laminate compacted by hot
pressing at 4 MPa, which absorbs 4.5% w/w. The presence of the
voids in the laminate (as shown in Fig. 2) may explain this
behaviour.
Attempts were made to deﬁne whether water is also retained in
the internal microvoids of the individual tapes, but the low linear
mass of the tape (around 1000 denier) did not allow any reliable
measurement of water uptake of a single tape. However, since
the intra-tape voids, or regions of reduced density, within the PP
tape are sealed on both faces by the copolymer skin layers, a barrier is formed between the environment and the highly drawn core
layer, and so it was assumed that water absorbed within the tape
structure can be neglected.
The laminate geometry may determine a different rate of
absorption via the edges compared to the faces of a laminate. In order to characterise the relative importance of these surfaces, water
absorption of all-PP composite laminates with and without the
addition of isotropic surface ﬁlms were tested. All-PP composites
were consolidated by hot pressing at 4 MPa and were laminated
on both faces with copolymer ﬁlms to prevent water absorption
through the top and bottom faces of the panel. The edges account
only for 15% of the total surface area of the specimen. Fig. 6 presents the water absorption as a function of time for the two different laminates. Initially the laminate without the surface ﬁlms
absorbs slightly more water but the absorption proﬁles are not signiﬁcantly different, which implies that absorption is dominated by
the edges of the panel. Only the ﬁrst 11 days of the water absorption proﬁle are plotted in Fig. 6. After one month, the laminates
reached similar water absorption levels: 4.4 ± 0.2% (without surface ﬁlms) and 4.7 ± 0.3% (with surface ﬁlms). Because water
absorption through the edges is dominating, the diffusion coefﬁcient was not evaluated [37].

Fig. 3. Optical micrograph under transmitted light of the microtomed cross-section
of a compacted unidirectional specimen [50].

Fig. 4. ESEM of drawn all-PP tape after permanganate etching showing intra-tape
voids [42].

Fig. 5. Weight fraction of water absorbed by various polypropylene composites
after 1-month immersion in distilled water. All-PP composites are sufﬁxed by the
pressure used to consolidate the laminates (4 MPa by hot pressing or 0.1 MPa by
vacuum bagging routes).
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Fig. 6. Water absorption as a function of time of all-PP compacted at 145 °C and
4 MPa pressure. The top and bottom faces of one specimen were sealed by 30 lm
thick PP ﬁlms. Note the similarity between the two laminates indicating that water
absorption mainly occurs through the edges.

Fig. 8. Oil absorption by woven all-PP tapes. The normally opaque tapes become
transparent when in contact to a small volume of oil in the centre of the fabric. This
change in optical properties is thought to be due to oil ﬁlling the voids within the PP
tapes, reducing the amount of light scattered by the voids.

3.4. Inﬂuence of water absorption on mechanical properties
3.3. Oil absorption of all-PP
Although polypropylene is hydrophobic, it is oleophilic and the
oil sorption capacity of polypropylene allows polypropylene ﬁbres
to be used as a synthetic sorbent material, for example in the case
of oil spills in open water [46]. The oil absorption of an all-PP laminate compacted by hot pressing at 145 °C and 4 MPa is presented
in Fig. 7. The oil absorption was measured by buoyancy as described earlier, and the oil density at 25 °C was measured to be
0.87 g cm3. The density of the laminate could then be determined
by measuring the weight of the specimen, and applying Eq. (3).

qsolid ¼ qoil 



mair
mair  moil


ð3Þ

Where qsolid and qoil are the densities of the solid immersed
body and the oil respectively, and mair and moil are the masses of
the solid when measured in air and in oil respectively. During
the third day of immersion, the specimen started to sink. As oil replaces air in the porous material, the density of the laminate increases and eventually becomes greater than that of the oil. By
comparing Figs. 6 and 7, it can be seen that a higher weight fraction
of oil is absorbed than water in spite of the lower density of the oil.
This result suggests that oil is also retained within the tapes unlike
in the case of water. This hypothesis was easily conﬁrmed by dropping 100 ml of oil on a ply of unconsolidated all-PP fabric, as shown
in Fig. 8. When the tape absorbs oil and the micro-cavities are
ﬁlled, its refractive index is changed so that light is not scattered
and the tapes become fully transparent.

Fig. 7. Oil absorption as a function of time. During the third day of immersion in oil,
the density of the all-PP specimen is higher than that of the oil and the specimen
sinks.

One of the main objectives of this investigation was to study the
effect of water absorption on the mechanical properties of the
composites. For the purpose of this study, some level of voids in
the all-PP composites is actually desirable since this allows the
evaluation of the effect of these voids on any subsequent reduction
in mechanical properties. Thus all-PP composite laminates were
not processed at optimised conditions, but instead consolidated
by belt pressing at conditions that would provide some degree of
inter-tape voiding. It should be noted that compaction at higher
temperatures and pressures may well lead to lower void levels
[27], and reduce any negative effects of water absorption on
mechanical properties.
Figs. 9–11 present the water absorption at different water temperatures as a function of the square root of time for double-belt
pressed all-PP (processed at 2.5 MPa pressure and 145 °C), GMT
and NMT, respectively. All specimens have the same surface
dimension (210 mm  15 mm) and unsealed edges. All materials
take up water at a greater rate at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, all-PP specimens (Fig. 9) show a clear multi-stage absorption
process that does not display Fickian behaviour (as illustrated in
Fig. 1). In the case of all-PP specimens, water is thought to enter
the laminate through the channels in the edges, ﬁrst at a lower rate
and then more quickly, and also depending on water temperature.
Conversely, the GMT and NMT specimens show moisture
absorption behaviour that appears to conform to a typical Fickian
diffusion curve (Figs. 10 and 11). In the case of NMT the moisture
content is linear with the square root of time until about 40 days

Fig. 9. Water absorption curve for all-PP specimen as a function of square root of
time.
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Fig. 10. Water absorption curve for GMT specimen as a function of square root of
time.

Fig. 11. Water absorption curve for NMT specimen as a function of square root of
time.

immersion in water. After that, the moisture content appears to
reach saturation.
All specimens used for the water absorption tests were subsequently loaded to failure in tension. The tensile strength and moduli of the all-PP, GMT and NMT composite laminates, are presented
in Figs. 12–14 respectively. Five different types of specimens are
compared in these tests, and are tested dry (as received/produced),
tested after immersion in water at 20 °C, 40 °C or 65 °C, or tested
after immersion in water and subsequent freezing and thawing.
Speciﬁcally in Figs. 12–14, the samples are labelled: ‘dry’ which
are specimens that have not been immersed in water, ‘20’, ‘40’ or

Fig. 12. Mechanical properties of all-PP composites before (dry) and after nearly
40 days immersion in water at different temperature (20 °C, 40 °C and 65 °C) and
subsequently freezing.
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Fig. 13. Mechanical properties of GMT composites before (dry) and after nearly
40 days immersion in water at different temperature (20 °C, 40 °C and 65 °C) and
subsequently freezing.

Fig. 14. Mechanical properties of NMT composites before (dry) and after nearly
40 days immersion in water at different temperature (20 °C, 40 °C and 65 °C) and
subsequently freezing.

‘65’ which are specimens which have been immersed in water at
different temperatures (20 °C, 40 °C and 65 °C, respectively) for
approximately 1000 h (40 days), or ‘Frozen’, which are specimens
that have been immersed in water at 65 °C for 40 days, and subsequently frozen at 18 °C for 24 h and then thawed.
Fig. 12 presents the tensile strengths and moduli of all-PP composite laminates. The mechanical properties show negligible
reduction due to water absorption. Moreover, they showed no loss
in strength and stiffness after freezing at 18 °C for 24 h and subsequent thawing. This is probably due to the high toughness of allPP composites, even at low temperatures [28,29]. The effect of
freezing and thawing was evaluated since the expansion which occurs due to water freezing might lead to micro-cracking and a
resultant decrease in mechanical properties of the laminates.
Although all tests were performed at room temperature, it was
thought that the absence of a strong glass transition temperature
in all-PP composites would mean that mechanical properties
would not be greatly different if tested while still frozen at
18 °C. In fact, previous studies have shown that all-PP composites
show slightly greater tensile strength and tensile stiffness if tested
in these low temperature ranges [28].
GMT laminates are not signiﬁcantly affected by immersion in
water, as shown by the relatively low water uptake presented in
Fig. 10, and the small changes in mechanical properties presented
in Fig. 13. However, in the case of NMT the mechanical properties
have changed signiﬁcantly with water absorption, as shown in
Fig. 14. Previous studies into the mechanisms of reduction in
mechanical properties of natural ﬁbre composites have shown that
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this degradation is most likely the result of ﬁbre degradation rather
than interface failure or matrix cracking [37,40]. Although a decrease in mechanical properties was seen after water immersion,
no further decrease was seen as a consequence of freezing and
thawing. Unlike composite systems based on brittle thermosetting
resins such as unsaturated polyester, micro-cracking of the matrix
as a result of ﬁbre swelling and freezing is not likely to occur in the
case of a ductile matrix such as PP.
4. Conclusion
It can be concluded that woven fabric all-PP composites described in this paper absorb water in spite of the hydrophobic character of polypropylene. The rate of water absorption is mainly
dominated by the edges of the laminate and the effect may be minimised if the laminate is well compacted, reducing the amount of
inter-ply voids. Because the water absorption route for all-PP composite laminates appears to be by inter-tape voids between tapes
that are accessible through the edges, these materials do not follow
Fickian diffusion behaviour. The NMT and GMT composites investigated here, on the other hand, display near-Fickian behaviour.
For the case of all-PP composite laminates, it is believed that water
is mainly retained in the (open) voids between tapes and not in the
internal (closed) voids within the tape itself. However, this is not
the case if oil is brought into contact with these over-drawn PP
tapes. Here, tapes in unconsolidated fabric plies even become
transparent as the oil ﬁlls the internal voids within the tape, reducing the light scattering by the voids.
A negligible loss in tensile strength and Young’s modulus due to
the ingress of water was observed for all-PP and GMT composite
laminates. Even after freezing and subsequent thawing no changes
in mechanical performance were found for these materials, when
compared to materials which had been immersed in water but
not frozen. However, signiﬁcant reductions in strength and stiffness were observed for NMT laminates with water uptake.
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